
From: Emma Burle on behalf of Licensing
Sent: 6 Sep 2021 09:09:12 +0000
To: Emma Burle
Subject: Fw: 21/01077/LAPRE1

From: Scott Livingstone
Sent: 06 September 2021 10:06
To: Licensing <Licensing@chichester.gov.uk>
Subject: 21/01077/LAPRE1

Dear Laurence Foord,

This is a objection to the late license request for Woodies.
You have been misled, do not let this happen.

1. My children are being constantly woken from their sleep,  they need to feel safe at home.
Music is often blaring out later than they currently have license for anyway! The base is intrusive,
if I wanted to go clubbing in Ibiza then I would have done, but I am trying to watch the television
in my front room! There are limiters that can be used to reduce the base levels but Woodies is not
interested. Then we have to contend with the shouting, boys squaring up to fight each other and
girls screaming. Not to mention the broken glass, used condoms and piles of vomit littering the
pavement the following  morning.

2. During the evening is there usually 20 - 40 people loitering on the pavement. No one can pass
so they have to cross the road, cars on the other hand are constantly having to swerve or stop
because they are standing in the road or on one occasion doing press ups in the middle of the
road! In case your are not already aware the front of Woodies was rammed by a car and it broke
Woodies window after having a disagreement with staff.
Lots of cars and motor bikes are parading past Woodies revving engines, tooting and speeding off
all to the delight of the customers outside.

Do not be fooled into thinking this a classy venue it is not. It is about time that Woodies becomes
a brassiere and bar catering for a mature clientele rather then the preened yobs it is currently
attracting.

I hope that you and your colleagues finally listen to the residents of Chichester having to live
around Woodies and reject this extension to their licence. I would highly recommend that you
question their current licence too.

Kind regards

Scott and Mary Livingstone plus our three children with Special Needs.
152 St. Pancras
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